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Abstract: In any of business in past decades, they just created a simplification strategy in 7P’s that consists
of product, price, place, promotion, people, process and physical evidence. But in the present, that strategy has
not enough for business competition. The brand image and reputation has a unique ability to make a different
in  their  products  and  service,  including  recognition  and  positive  perception  among  consumers  as  well.
The research aimed to study on literature review for identifying the brand image and reputation relationship
model of service industry in ASEAN context. The method was used qualitative research in documentary
research approach from the literature review with 315 articles and phenomenology research approach that data
collected from 50 key informants in the ASEAN service industry. The result indicated that the positive
relationship between brand image and brand reputation. By the way, value proposition had an indirect effect
on brand reputation via brand image. Therefore, Organization must focus and concentrate to improve the
product and service that conform with brand positioning and consumer’s expectation. The consumer will
considerate the perception of value from a product and service then compare with expectation. If the perception
of value has lower than expectation that mean the consumer disappoint with that’s the brand. 
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INTRODUCTION business has average growth rate increase of 14.78

The competition of service sector business in the that the leader of the top banks such as Siam Commercial
present not just create a strategy about product, price, Bank; where is known as the first commercial bank and
place, promotion, people, process and physical evidence positioned the top three highest grossing, Bangkok Bank,
only. Branding is an important concept and strategy that Kasikorn Bank, Krungthai Bank, Thai Military Bank, Bank
the most business attempt to create value for product and of Ayudhaya, United Overseas Bank, Standard Chartered
service by improving brand of existing to become a Bank etc. [4]. And since the Bank of Thailand to
leading brand in order to encourage consumers and independence for the bank management [5]. As a result,
increase sales opportunities [1]. The brand has a unique all banks competing to scramble for customers and market
ability to make a different their products and service, share furiously which is evident from the bank to launch
including recognition among consumers as well [2]. new products constantly for example Insurance products,

The Commercial Business is one of business that Personal loan, Business loan, including increase interest
highly competitive. Especially in Thailand, there are many rates on deposit account and decrease interest rate on
financial service providers found that the market valuation loan types
of the business from the database of the Bank of Thailand Nevertheless, competed with product design and
shown that total revenues in 2008 amounted to 615,803 made a promotion endless, not what it can be confirmed
million baht by allocated the commercial banks amounted that the organization is successful. This study found that
to 536,871 million baht and branches of foreign banks in the business, consumers still to look for an organization
amounted to 78,932 million baht. It also found that the that has credibility by consumers will select to the

percent per year [3]. During the years. (2011-2013 shown
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transaction with the bank that has a good image, perception brand reputation may not be enough if a brand
reputation and trusted [6]. So, in order to increase it can’t lead to a buying decision of consumers. So
awareness and build trust with the consumer, the organization should be established brand was known and
organization should be developing brand image and brand thought to be innate [15] because if consumers can’t
reputation strategy to be appropriate with the target remember the brand, They will choose product and
group. As Kotler [7] said even if advertising and service that they like first and if the brand of a competitor
promotional activities will can create awareness between can win or persuading consumers before that could
products and consumers but the brand identity will be negatively impact the organization’s long-term. Therefore,
determined product differentiation. In addition, the Brand recognition can be an opportunity to buy more.
concept of Aaker [8]; Farquhar  [9];  Keller  [10]  found
that the brand awareness associated with adherence to Brand Image: Kotler [7] define brand image is image was
brand image if the brand has a good image that affects to born in the mind of people with any product, brand or
the brand has a good reputation as well. trademark that conform to Aaker [16] said brand image is

According to the studied concepts and theories image of brand in the feeling of consumers, brand image
found that if an organization want to win the consumer’s involve with emotion and feeling while consumers bought
heart. Organizations should focus on the brand image in products and services that they will reveal to the feeling
respect of Symbolic Benefit, Functional Benefit including, like or dislike. In addition, the brand image can just show
Experiential Benefit because It will enable consumers to character of the user. Especially, users were wealthy and
understand the benefits of the products and services that epicurean they would buy a modern and well-known of
an organization wants to convey. Successful brand image the product such as Rolex, Louis Vitton, Benz, etc. Saree
to create  a  competitive  advantage,  brand  reputation Wongmonta [17] explain to mean the brand image is
and increase financial value to the organization. As the consumer perception of product and service that the
context of the above with constraints in the country that perceived through the feeling rather than quality
has not been studied in this manner. This study studies recognition.
about the factors affecting brand reputation that this
information will be used to establish the model of creation Value Proposition: The value proposition is a business or
acceptable brand reputation strategy model for marketing statement that summarized why the consumer
Commercial Business also, cover all of the service sector should buy a product or service [7]. The value
business. proposition should persuade a potential consumer and

Objective: To study on literature review for identify the consumer problem. The value proposition can describe
brand image and reputation relationship model of service the perception of consumer experience from product and
industry in the ASEAN context. service. The value proposition is the most important tool

Literature Review The value proposition help organization for
Brand Reputation: Brand reputation in aspect of the understanding how the product will realistically be valued
organization is important to core structure or competency by the target user [16]. It certainly includes the
of marketing management that can evaluate the level of advantages a target user would experience [7]. An
customer engagement and good reputation is capable of organization can create the value proposition by
positively influencing the perceptions of company enhancing the product and service in value difference
responsibility [11] that consistent with the concept of than other competitor. 
Paul A Argenti and Bob Druckenmiller [12] said brand
reputation is related to corporate reputation. The study of Consumer Expectation: The consumer will judge the
Hasan Afzal et al. [13] results indicate that the brand organization service delivery with standards or reference.
reputation is the factor which affects consumer’s trust on They compare their perception of organization service
brand and the brand reputation has positive impact on with reference point when evaluating service quality [7].
trust that consistent with opinion of Kapferer [14] The manager or marketer must focus on their consumer
presented clearly brand reputation is good it has expectation by research or data collection. Because, the
competency to satisfy the customer’s needs and helps to knowing  what  the  customer  expects  is  the first  point
develop trust of customer on brand. However, the of  critical  step   in   creating  the   good   quality  service.

add more unique value or difference way to solve a

for marketer to set up the marketing plan and branding.
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If an organization don’t know about a consumer buying behavior, the brand of cosmetic and brand
expectation that mean losing consumers when a reputation in a relationship with brand loyalty. Especially,
competitor can hit the target exactly. The organization can The reputation organizations affecting brand loyalty that
assess the competitor value proposition for set up the consistent with Khayer, Naeemi & Ahmaidi [20] the study
basic standardization of the product and service then found that the brand is moral and ethical relevant to
research and development for improvement to high value organization reputation. Like as Aaker [8] said the brand
added by asking the question by themselves “How can a image is processed establish a value for product and
product and service exceed consumer expectation?”. The service. This process combines several strategy such as
organization must reply that question by a good quality designing, advertising, communication include all
of product and service. available resource to build brand recognition. Advertising

MATERIALS AND METHODS Keven Lane Keller [21] said brand image associate with

Research Design: This study was used qualitative between product and user therefore brand image is one of
research method. First, the documentary research the factors that is important to build consumer
approach from the literature review with 315 articles. recognition. In addition, good brand image and individual
Second, the phenomenology research approach that data will result in viral word of mouth to become famous [22].
collected from 50 key informants in ASEAN service Brand image is what make a difference between corporate
industry. and competitors that the most consumers will buy product

Key Informants and Data Collection: The study was used a good image [23] that consistent with Aaker [8] brand
in-depth interviews by the semi-structured interview with image is part of a direct impact on brand reputation and
50 key informants who are the marketing managers from corporate reputation because it will imply potential of
ASEAN service industry. organization and possibility that consumer will buy

Data Analysis: The researcher was used content analysis Also, the result indicated that the indirect effect on
to summarize and identify on the relationship between brand reputation of service industry. That was a value
brand image and reputation factors. proposition. The value proposition had very important

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS raise the services to unique value added service. The

The result indicated that the success of reputation summarizes why the consumer or customer should buy
concern with business results. Combining consistency in the product and services of service industry. The
multiple dimensions will create both positive and negative statement will add mire value that can solve the problem
reputation [18]. However, brand reputation still depends than other competitors. In service industry sector, the
on a quality of product and ability to provide services. value proposition was the key success factor for
Brand image that can be the difference for the effectiveness product and service and marketing
organization’s success in building a brand reputation [14]. activities. The value proposition delivers a concise and
The organization offer quality product and service can supportable statement of the product and service’ value.
respond the need of consumers that affect to a positive Also, it provides a focused approach to understanding
brand. On the other hand, if products and services are a the target user in the context of service industry’ product
low quality that affects to a negative brand. In addition, and service. The value proposition made the value
The hardest in manage brand reputation is maintain the experiences for customers or consumers. Managers will
level of brand reputation for respectful and reliability. The build out the comparison between product and service
maintain of reputation necessary must to associate the and the next best alternative. The value proposition can
product, service, brand and vision together for a show the build the customer’s perception and recognition when
target agreeably. customers or consumers have a high-value experience

The study of Azuizkulov [19] about the country of that made the good attitude to service industry’ brand
origin and brand loyalty on cosmetic products among image. Customers will repurchase the best alternative of
Universiti Utara Malaysia students had shown consumer product and service. By the way, when customers got the

is necessary to create a brand image that conforms to

symbols which represent product and brand and story

and service which they trust and encourage them to have

product.

factor if any service industry would like to change and

value proposition was the marketing statement that
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value experience that drives the good perception to the than anything. Therefore, this case could summarize the
brand image then affect good perception on service perception and recognition of consumer in product and
industry’ reputation. service effect on brand image and reputation.

By the way, managers or organizations who want and Organizations have a role and responsibility to improve
need to success in marketing management. They must product and service that can meet the consumer’s
concentrate on how to enhance on the value proposition expectation.  The  discussion  can  summarize  the model
and brand image. If organizations can build high quality of relationship between brand image and reputation in
of product and service that affect the value proposition figure 1. 
and brand image’ perception. Also, the organization must
focus on “how to create the product and service exceed
consumer expectation?” Because, the consumer
expectation had very important and effect on consumer
perception, brand image and reputation. 

Also, in other business industry like as restaurant.
Subway and McDonald are restaurants that have the most
branches in the world, but confront with problem in Fig. 1: The model of brand image and reputation
negative reputation. McDonald is a good case study that relationship model of service industry in ASEAN
help us to know the negative effect on brand image and context.
reputation from organization operation and management
such as low labor cost and consumer founded worm in CONCLUSION
hamburger. That problem impacted to McDonald’s brand
and reputation, also drop of sales growth especially in the This research aimed to study on literature review for
United Kingdom and China. The result from the problem identify the brand image and reputation relationship
forced McDonald to change the operation and model of service industry in ASEAN context. The study
management by presenting healthy menu and product and was used qualitative research method in 2 approach a
service quality. Also, enhanced on wage level. The new consist of literature review form 315 articles and
idea to improvement in badly circumstance that changed phenomenology research approach by in-depth
McDonald to better. By the way, In Starbucks case, they interviews from 50 key informant in ASEAN service
had attempted to maintain in premium brand reputation industry. The result indicated the relationship between
position by the art of coffee such as high quality and brand image and reputation. Also, the brand image has a
luxury, but everyone can buy. However, in Thailand direct effect on brand reputation in a serious situation.
context, the Starbucks coffee price has more than one Because the positive perception of a brand image will
hundred Thai Baht that expensive when compare with raise the customer loyalty on a brand. The service
cost of living. But, Starbucks can force consumer willing industry’ brand image had high impact on consumer’s
to pay for Starbucks’s coffee. Because, Starbucks has behavior. Customers will have repurchased the product
ability to create attracting and maintain the consumer. In and service over and over, again and again. This study
2014, Starbucks invested the idea to improve on service can conclusion the brand image associate with symbols
quality that call “Starbucks reserve”. Starbucks choose which represent product and brand and story between
the coffee bean from around the world and opened  coffee product and user therefore brand image is one of the
room for testing by reservation condition. This service factors that is important to build consumer recognition
was shown the high performance of Starbucks coffee that [21]. The positive perception of brand image built the
clearly difference from competitors. That’s why Starbucks organization’s high profile on customer’s perception and
coffee is the premium coffee brand and reputation. In recognition that raised rapidly in brand reputation. In
addition, Branches have important and reflect on additional, the value proposition had an indirect effect on
company brand image and reputation, because if one of brand reputation via brand image. Service industry used
branches has a bad service to one consumer that effect to the difference of product and service to enhance the value
company brand image and reputation. Even if, the to make the customer’s experience. The positive
development and improvement in product and service will experience can build the positive perception on product
effect on consumer’s satisfaction, but how to manage and and service also, the brand image. By the way, this study
maintain the consumers has more important and difficulty founded the important of consumer expectation that effect
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on value proposition. The consumer will compare the 7. Kotler, P., 2000. Marketing management: Analyzing
perception of product and service with their standard,
reference,  or  experience  when  the  perception of
product and service quality and value lower than
reference that mean the consumer don’t satisfy and
maybe change the brand. The consumer expectation had
involved with a value proposition, because the value
proposition created the consumer experience that
relationship with consumer expectation in comparison.
However, if the organization could deliver the best
product and service that created the good perception on
value proposition and help the organization exceed the
consumer expectation then effect to brand image and
reputation.
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